
Serving Up Smoked
Delights with
Roadside Service in
Nederland

by Dave Gibson

Amphibian lovers need not be

alarmed as the new Roasted Toad

BBQ only serves chicken and

pork.

After spending four years prepar-

ing barbecued ribs at the Hog

Heaven’s kiosk at Denver Bronco

games, David Walter decided to

buy a food trailer and smoker from

Arkansas. In Nederland, CO, near

the roundabout just east of the

Kwik Mart on Hwy. 119, he found

the ideal place to share the recipe

that he had perfected through those

years.

Opening The Roasted Toad BBQ

at the end of last September, he

hadn’t counted on Boulder Canyon

being closed for a month after the

flood. Depending solely on first

time local customers (soon to be

repeat customers), word spread

fast of his delectable offerings.

Daily at 8 a.m. David loads his

smoker “Layla” with 80 lbs. of

pork butt roasts, pork ribs, chick-

en, sausage, and beans. The beans

absorb the flavor of the smoked

sausage within and are developing

a loyal following. Slowly smoth-

ered in the smoke of oak wood

chips with a hint of cherry and

pecan, the roasts can take 10 hours

to cook trapping the natural juices.

The key is the dry rub, made from

a secret mixture of spices, which

David uses. “Real barbecue does-

n’t require sauce” he states and

after tasting his ribs I have to

agree. For those who want some-

thing to dip the masterfully done

savory goodness in, Sweet Baby

Ray’s Barbecue Sauce is available.

One can choose from a ¼ or ½

rack of ribs, pulled pork or chicken

sandwich, or hot link sausage. The

platters are accompanied by a

homemade corn muffin with two

sides of potato salad, coleslaw or

beans. David plans to add chili to

the menu for the upcoming frigid

winter days.

The Roasted Toad BBQ is open

from 11:30 to 7:00 on weekdays

except on Wednesday when they

are closed, 11:30 to 6:00 on week-

ends. Stop by and have a bite!
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The Roasted Toad BBQ
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David Walter serves up delicious BBQ at his roadside smoker called The Roasted Toad BBQ...yummy!
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